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A cell permeable bimane-constrained
PCNA-interacting peptide†
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The human sliding clamp protein known as proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) orchestrates
DNA-replication and -repair and as such is an ideal therapeutic target for proliferative diseases, including
cancer. Peptides derived from the human p21 protein bind PCNA with high aﬃnity via a 310-helical
binding conformation and are known to shut down DNA-replication. Here, we present studies on short
analogues of p21 peptides (143–151) conformationally constrained with a covalent linker between i, i + 4
separated cysteine residues at positions 145 and 149 to access peptidomimetics that target PCNA. The
resulting macrocycles bind PCNA with KD values ranging from 570 nM to 3.86 mM, with the bimane-constrained
peptide 7 proving the most potent. Subsequent X-ray crystallography and computational modelling
studies of the macrocyclic peptides bound to PCNA indicated only the high-affinity peptide 7 adopted
the classical 310-helical binding conformation. This suggests the 310-helical conformation is critical to
high affinity PCNA binding, however NMR secondary shift analysis of peptide 7 revealed this secondary
structure was not well-defined in solution. Peptide 7 is cell permeable and localised to the cell cytosol
of breast cancer cells (MDA-MB-468), revealed by confocal microscopy showing blue fluorescence of
the bimane linker. The inherent fluorescence of the bimane moiety present in peptide 7 allowed it to
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be directly imaged in the cell uptake assay, without attachment of an auxiliary fluorescent tag. This highlights a significant benefit of using a bimane constraint to access conformationally constrained
macrocyclic peptides. This study identifies a small peptidomimetic that binds PCNA with higher affinity
than previous reported p21 macrocycles, and is cell permeable, providing a significant advance toward

rsc.li/rsc-chembio

development of a PCNA inhibitor for therapeutic applications.

Introduction
Proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) interacts with more
than 200 proteins to act as an essential mediator of
DNA-replication and -repair processes.1–3 As such, it has been
identified as a key therapeutic target for the treatment of
diseases defined by aberrant DNA-replication, including many
a
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cancers.4–7 The cell cycle regulator protein, p21, binds PCNA
with the highest known affinity of all PCNA interacting proteins,
through a motif referred to as the PCNA-interacting protein (PIP)
box.7–10 p21 is an intrinsically disordered protein, however on
binding PCNA, it adopts a well-defined single 310-helical turn to
insert three hydrophobic residues (Met147, Phe150 and Tyr151)
into a cleft on the PCNA surface (Fig. 1).11 This 310-helix is
observed in the binding conformation of almost all PCNAinteracting proteins or peptides, and is often flanked by two
short b-strands.7
A p21 peptide (residues 139–160) derived from the C-terminus
of p21 contains the PIP-box QTSMTDFY, and has been reported
to bind PCNA with an affinity of B5 nM.7,8,12,13 This peptide
competitively inhibits interaction between the major processive
polymerase d and PCNA to shut down SV40 DNA replication
in vitro.14 Thus, p21-derived peptides provide an optimal
template to design anti-cancer therapeutics that target PCNA.
A conformation favourable to binding can be stabilised in such
a peptide by covalently linking two appropriately spaced
amino-acid side-chains, either by reaction together, or reaction
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Fig. 1 p21141–155 (cyan) bound to PCNA (PDB: 7KQ1). (A) Ring-shaped PCNA with three peptides (cyan) bound to the PIP-box binding site. PCNA
monomers (three) shown in shades of grey, pink and yellow. (B) Single PCNA subunit with two domains shown in shades of grey and inter-domain
connecting loop (IDCL) in green. p21141–155 shown in cyan. (C) PCNA shown as surface representation (grey) with IDCL highlighted (green). p21141–155
shown in cartoon and side-chains as sticks. PIP-box residues are labelled and the residues (145 and 149) to be modified and reacted to form a constraint
are highlighted in purple.

with a bifunctional reagent.15–18 To this end, we previously
reported the first macrocyclic peptidomimetic of p21139–152,
where a lactam bridge was introduced between a lysine or 2,4diaminobutyric acid residue at position 145, and a glutamic acid
residue at 149 to provide two peptidomimetics referred to as
ACR1 and ACR2, respectively.19 The lactam bridge was shown by
NMR to stabilise a 310-helix in solution, where the 310-helix was
better defined in the smaller macrocycle ACR2, than in ACR1.
Interestingly, ACR1 bound PCNA with higher affinity than ACR2,
indicating the well-defined 310-helix in solution did not correlate
with higher PCNA affinity. A crystal structure of ACR2 bound to
PCNA suggested an unfavourable interaction of the lactam linker
amide bond of ACR2 and Phe150 of the peptide, which may
account for the lower affinity for PCNA. Consequently, we set out
to investigate a variety of different linkers in a short p21 peptide
(p21143–154, peptide 1) in order to study how different peptide
linkers influence the secondary structure and affinity of macrocyclic peptides bound to PCNA. A range of different macrocycles
can be rapidly accessed from the same parent peptide containing two cysteines (peptide 2) using dithiol bis-alkylation
chemistry.18,20 Here, five macrocyclic p21 peptide derivatives
were synthesised (peptides 3–7) and their affinity for PCNA
determined by surface plasmon resonance (SPR). The conformation
of the macrocycles bound to PCNA was studied by X-ray crystallography and computational modelling, to investigate how the
linkers interact with the PCNA surface, and how the resulting
peptide structures relate to binding affinity for PCNA. These studies
reveal a bimane-constrained peptide with high affinity for PCNA
that is cell permeable and is a promising lead for development of a
potential therapeutic that targets PCNA.

Results/discussion
Design & synthesis
The peptide p21139–160 is reported to bind PCNA with high
specificity and provides an ideal template to develop PCNA
inhibitors. It is known that the p21139–160 sequence can be
shortened without drastically impacting affinity for PCNA13,19
and consequently a short variant, p21143–154 (1), was chosen as
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the starting scaffold for this study for ease of synthesis and to
improve synthetic yields. The sequence was modified to include
two cysteine residues at positions 145 and 149, in place of
threonine and aspartic acid of p21143–154 (Fig. 1C, purple), to
give peptide 2. Positions 145 and 149 were chosen for
modification as these side-chains are close in space when
bound to PCNA (Fig. 1C), and were successfully linked in a
p21 lactam bridge peptide in our earlier study to stabilise the
310-helical binding conformation.19 This structure-informed
design gave rise to an i i + 4 constraint, although i i + 3
constraints are more commonly reported for 310-helices. The
cysteine-containing peptide can be derivatised into a range of
macrocycles, where the cysteine residues are linked by dithiol
bis-alkylation (Scheme 1). Three alkyl linkers (propyl, butyl and
trans-butenyl),21,22 the aromatic m-xylene linker,20,22 and our
fluorescent bimane linker23 were chosen as a chemically
distinct range of linkers which vary in length and rigidity, in
order to investigate how the different linkers impact peptide
structure and PCNA binding affinity.
All peptides were synthesised by a standard Fmoc/tBu
solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) protocol detailed in the
Experimental section (see ESI†) and shown in Scheme 1. For the
peptide macrocycles, the linear amino-acid sequence
RQCSMTCFYHSK was assembled on a solid-support, and the
N-terminal amine capped by reaction with acetic anhydride to
give resin-bound 2a (Scheme 1). The cysteine side-chain
protecting groups, 4-methoxytrityl (Mmt), were then selectively
deprotected on-resin by repetitive 1 min treatment with 2% TFA
in DCM. This provided a resin-bound peptide with two
free thiols, which were subsequently reacted with either 1,3dibromopropane, 1,4-dibromobutane, trans-1,4-dibromobut-2ene, m-dibromoxylene or dibromobimane (Scheme 1) under
literature conditions (see Experimental section in ESI†).21,23,24
Reaction of the resin-bound peptides with 1,3-dibromopropane
or 1,4-dibromobutane required addition of NaI to generate the
more reactive alkyliodides in situ,21 whereas reaction with trans1,4-dibromobut-2-ene, m-dibromoxylene or dibromobimane
proceeds under mild basic conditions (in DMF with DIPEA).25
The resulting macrocyclic peptides were then cleaved from
the resin by treatment with 92.5% TFA containing scavengers

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Scheme 1 Peptide synthesis scheme (1–7) and generation of multiple cyclic peptides from a single parent utilising cysteine bis-alkylation to give
macrocycles 3–7. (a) Successive Fmoc-amino-acid coupling and Fmoc-deprotection steps to assemble the peptide sequence. Coupling: HATU
(5 equiv.), DIPEA (10 equiv.), Fmoc-AA-OH (5 equiv.), DMF, 1 h. Deprotection: 20% piperidine with 0.1 M HOBt, DMF, 10 min. (b) Acetylation: Ac2O
(50 equiv.), DIPEA (50 equiv.), DMF, 15 min. (c) Cleavage: 92.5 : 2.5 : 2.5 : 2.5 TFA/TIPS/DODT/H2O, 2 h. (d) Mmt deprotection: 2% TFA in DCM, 1 min  40.
(e) NaI (17.5 equiv.), TCEP (0.5 equiv.), DMF, N2, 15 min. (f) DIPEA (35 equiv.), DMF, 20 min. (g) 1,3-Dibromopropane (3.5 equiv.), MW 2 min, 125 1C. (h) 1,4Dibromobutane (3.5 equiv.), MW 2 min, 125 1C. (i) trans-1,4-Dibromo-2-butene (2 equiv.), DIPEA (4 equiv.), DMF, 3 h. (j) Dibromo-m-xylene (2 equiv.),
DIPEA (4 equiv.), DMF, 3 h. (k) Dibromobimane (2 equiv.), DIPEA (4 equiv.), DMF, 3 h.

(2.5% of each TIPS, DODT & H2O) for 2 h to give the crude
macrocyclic peptides 3–7 (Scheme 1). The peptides were
purified by semi-preparative RP-HPLC, and the identity and
purity confirmed by HRMS and analytical RP-HPLC (490%),
respectively. Full details and characterisation data are
described in the Experimental section (see ESI†).
Binding aﬃnity
The binding aﬃnity of the parent peptide 1, linear cysteinecontaining precursor 2 and five macrocyclic peptides (3–7), for
PCNA was determined by SPR (Table 1). Peptide 1 bound PCNA
with a KD value of 102 nM, in line with reported affinities of
short p21 peptides for PCNA.8,9,13,19,26 The cysteine-modified
peptide 2 displayed significantly reduced PCNA affinity, a result
that is consistent with earlier reports that polar residues at
positions 145 and 149 in p21 (Thr and Asp) stabilise the
binding conformation via hydrogen bonding, which in turn
enhances binding affinity for PCNA.13,27,28 The affinity of the
macrocyclic peptides 3–7 for PCNA ranged from 570 nM to
3.86 mM, which indicates all macrocycles were able to interact with
PCNA in contrast to the precursor peptide 2. The affinity in all
cases was lower than the native peptide 1, in line with observations
made for our previously reported lactam macrocycles.19 Macrocyclic

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry

peptide 3, with its propyl linker, gave the second highest
affinity for PCNA at 769 nM, whereas the larger butyl
linker of peptide 4 (8 atom linker cf. 7 atoms of 3) resulted
in reduced affinity for PCNA with a KD value of 1.99 mM.
The more rigid trans-butenyl-based linker in peptide 5
resulted in a KD value for PCNA of 2.82 mM, and the binding
affinity for PCNA of aromatic m-xylene linked peptide 6
(9 atom linker) was lower again at 3.86 mM. Considered
together, these observations suggest that the longer and more
rigid linkers result in a lower binding affinity for PCNA.
The bimane-linked peptide 7 proved to be a particularly
potent binder with a KD value of 570 nM, which is only 5-fold
lower affinity than the native peptide 1 and is the highest
affinity macrocyclic peptide to bind PCNA reported to date.
The bimane linker contains 9 atoms but the bimane moiety, in
contrast to the xylene ring, is not rigid and is able to flex
along the plane of symmetry that bisects the two nitrogen
atoms, which may explain in part the observed higher PCNA
affinity.
Structural analysis
Next, the binding conformation of macrocycles 3–7 bound
to PCNA was investigated by X-ray crystallography and
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Table 1 SPR binding aﬃnity KD values. SE – standard error. w2 – fitting error. NS represents a non-specific interaction with the sensor chip, consequently
the binding affinity for PCNA could not be determined. Ac – Acetyl; bA – Beta-alanine; FITC – fluorescein isothiocyanate

Peptide

Sequence

Linker (atom length)

Aﬃnity KD  SE (mM)

w2

1
2

H-RQTSMTDFYHSK-NH2
Ac-RQCSMTCFYHSK-NH2

—
—

0.102  0.005
NS

0.070
—

3

Propyl (7)

0.769  0.078

0.250

4

Butyl (8)

1.99  0.140

0.160

5

trans-Butenyl (8)

2.82  0.080

0.106

6

m-Xylene (9)

3.86  0.035

0.527

7

Bimane (9)

0.570  0.030

0.118

—

—

—

Bimane (9)

25.2  1.90

0.055

8

FITC-bA-RQTSMTDFYHSK-NH2

9

computational modelling studies to better understand the
structural mechanisms responsible for the difference in PCNA
binding affinities. Co-crystal structures of peptide 3 (PDB:
7M5L), 5 (PDB: 7M5M) and 6 (PDB: 7M5N) bound to PCNA
were solved and are shown in Fig. 2 and 3, as well as Fig. S2, S4
and S5 (ESI†). Data collection and refinement statistics are
summarised in Table S2 (ESI†). Attempts to obtain a co-crystal
structure of peptides 1, 4 and 7 bound to PCNA were unsuccessful at this time. Peptide 1 was however modelled onto the PCNA
surface, to confirm the short peptide interacted with the
protein surface in the same manner (see Fig. S1, ESI†), and
was constructed from the previously published structure of
p21141–155 bound to PCNA (PDB: 7KQ1).13 The remaining
macrocycles (4 and 7) were computationally modelled onto
the PCNA surface, where the crystal structure of 3 (PDB:
7M5L) was used as the starting structure. Peptide 3 was
energy minimised on the PCNA surface in order to verify the
computational method, and indicates a high degree of similarity
to the crystal structure (Fig. S2F and G, ESI†). Macrocycles 4
and 7 were then modelled onto the PCNA surface and energy
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minimised in the same way and are shown in Fig. 2, 3 and
Fig. S3, S6 (ESI†).
The structures of all five macrocyclic peptides bound to
PCNA show the conserved PIP-box residues Gln144, Met147,
Phe150 and Tyr151 inserted onto the PCNA surface, in a similar
mode to the p21 native peptide structures (7KQ1,13 Fig. 2A–D).
The structures of macrocyclic peptides 3–7 bound to PCNA
indicate a percentage buried surface area (%BSA) of 60% for the
PIP-box residues collectively (Table S3, ESI†), suggesting similar
structures overall. These observations together indicate the
linker, in all cases, has not compromised the ability of the
macrocycles to interact with PCNA. The difference in the linker
conformations is shown in Fig. 2C–H. Interestingly, the main-chain
hydrogen bond between residue 146 (i) and 149 (i + 3), that defines
the classic 310-helical binding conformation of PCNA-binding
peptides, is only observed for peptide 7 which possesses the highest
binding affinity of a macrocycle for PCNA, to date.
The co-crystal structure of the propyl-linked peptide 3 bound
to PCNA shows the conserved Gln144 side-chain makes an intermolecular 3.2 Å hydrogen bond with Ala252 (Fig. S2A–D, ESI†)

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 2 Diﬀerences in the linker position, and impact of the linker on backbone conformation. Peptides p21141–155 (light blue, 7KQ1), 3 (green, co-crystal
7M5L), 4 (blue, computationally modelled), 5 (orange, co-crystal 7M5M), 6 (yellow, co-crystal 7M5N) and 7 (purple, computationally modelled). (A and B)
The conserved residues (labelled, shown as sticks) adopt similar conformations in all macrocycles. (C) The linkers (shown as sticks) induce subtle changes
in the backbone of the peptide, in particular the direction of the amides. (D) The overall backbone conformation of the macrocycles is still able to mimic
the p21141–155 conformation. (E) The linker length and rigidity alters where the linker sits relative to the PCNA surface. (F–H) Conformation of the peptide
linkers relative to one another.

and a 2.9 Å intramolecular hydrogen bond to the Cys145*
amide (Fig. 3B, green), where * indicates the modified
cysteine residue. Additionally, the Cys145* amide makes a
2.9 Å mainchain hydrogen bond to the carbonyl of Pro253.
The aromatic residues Phe150 and Tyr151 are positioned
similarly to the analogous residues in p21141–155 (Fig. 2),
however Tyr151 does not make a hydrogen bond with Gln131
as in p21141–155. The Met147 carbonyl makes an intramolecular
hydrogen bond to the amide NH of Tyr151 (3.4 Å) and also to
Phe150 (2.4 Å), which defines an unconventional a-helical
PCNA binding conformation (cf. 310-helix from 146–149 for
p21141–155). The Ser146 side-chain makes a 2.4 Å and 3.1 Å
intramolecular bond to the amides of Thr148 and Cys149*
respectively, to further stabilise this conformation. The propyl
linker sits above Pro253 of PCNA (4.4 Å) and Phe150 of the peptide
(4.4 Å) to provide favourable hydrophobic interactions (Fig. 3B,
green) which may be in part responsible for the relatively high
affinity of 3 (769 nM).

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry

The co-crystal structure of trans-butenyl-linked peptide 5
bound to PCNA shows the conserved hydrophobic residues
(Met147, Phe150, Tyr151) are in a similar conformation to the
analogous residues in p21141–155 (Fig. 2); however, the %BSA for
Met147 is notably lower at 70% than in p21141–155, or the other
macrocycles (100%, Table S3, ESI†). Three intermolecular
hydrogen bonds are observed between peptide 5 and PCNA to
anchor the macrocycle onto the surface (Fig. S4, ESI†). These are
between: the Met147 amide NH and the mainchain carbonyl of
His44 (2.3 Å); the Gln144 side-chain to the Ala252 carbonyl (2.8 Å)
and the Pro253 carbonyl and Cys145* amide NH (3.4 Å). A weak
3.1 Å interaction between the Cys145* sulfur and Pro253 carbonyl
is also observed. A 2.2 Å intramolecular hydrogen bond between
Thr148 carbonyl and amide of Phe150 defines a g-turn (Fig. 3D,
orange). The butenyl linker of peptide 5 is raised off the PCNA
surface and the only interaction with the PCNA surface is from the
aforementioned intermolecular bond of the Cys145* sulfur and
Pro253. The carbon-chain of the linker in macrocycle 5 does not
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Fig. 3 Structures of peptides (stick representation) bound to PIP-box binding site on PCNA (grey, surface). Intramolecular polar interactions are
shown as yellow dashed lines. (A) p21141–155 (light blue), PDB: 7KQ1.13 (B) Peptide 3 – with propyl linker (green), co-crystal structure (PDB: 7M5L).
(C) Peptide 4 – with butyl linker (blue), computationally modelled. (D) Peptide 5 – with trans-butenyl linker (orange) co-crystal structure (PDB: 7M5M).
(E) Peptide 6 – with m-xylene linker (yellow), co-crystal structure (PDB: 7M5N). (F) Peptide 7 – with bimane linker (purple), computationally
modelled.

appear to interact with the protein surface, and does not stabilise
a 310-helix, which may together account for the lower affinity of
peptide 5 (2.82 mM) compared to peptide 3 (769 nM).
The co-crystal structure of peptide 6 bound to PCNA shows
the conserved Gln144 and Met147 positioned similar to those
in p21141–155, however the aromatic residues are notably shifted
(Fig. 2). Tyr151 protrudes into the hydrophobic cleft where it
is 3.5 Å from Gln131 located in the bottom of the cleft and
interacts with the Tyr133 phenol at 3.1 Å (Fig. S5, ESI†). The
m-xylene linker sits up off the PCNA surface and does not make
any clear interactions, except the Cys145* amide makes a weak
3.3 Å with Pro253 (Fig. S5, ESI†). A weak intramolecular 3.0 Å
hydrogen bond between the Met147 carbonyl and Phe150
amide defines a 310-helical turn, however this is not at the
same location as in native p21141–155 (i.e. 146 to 149). Additionally,
this conformation does not appear well stabilised as there are only
three other intramolecular interactions present. The first between

1504 | RSC Chem. Biol., 2021, 2, 1499–1508

the Ser146 side-chain and carbonyl; second between the Thr148
side-chain and carbonyl; and third between the Thr148 side-chain
and the Tyr151 carbonyl (Fig. 3E, yellow). The sequence that
flanks the PIP-box is not resolved in this co-crystal structure
which may also suggest a weakly defined structure, and may
account for the lower affinity of 6 (KD 3.86 mM), than for peptides
3–5 and 7.
The computational model of peptide 4 bound to PCNA
shows the conserved residues are positioned similarly to
p21141–155, except the Tyr151 %BSA is reduced to 70% compared to 90–100% in p21141–155 and peptides 3, 5–7 (Table S3,
ESI†). The Gln144 side-chain makes a 3.0 Å hydrogen bond with
Ala252, however this is the only intermolecular hydrogen bond
made by a PIP-box residue in peptide 4 (Fig. S3, ESI†). One
intramolecular 2.0 Å interaction is observed between the Ser146
carbonyl and Thr148 amide (Fig. 3C, blue). The overall lack of
secondary interactions likely contributes to the lower affinity

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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observed for 4 (1.99 mM) compared to 3 (769 nM). The butyl
linker is 44 Å from the PCNA surface and does not make
any clear interactions with PCNA, though a weak 3.0 Å interaction between the Cys145* sulfur and Pro253 carbonyl may be
present.
The computational model of peptide 7 bound to PCNA
(Fig. 2, purple) shows the backbone is shifted compared to
p21141–155, indicated by the decreased distance between the
mainchain amide of Met147 and the mainchain carbonyl atom
of Val45 in PCNA (4.5 Å to 4.1 Å). This shift does not impact the
overall %BSA of the sidechain in the hydrophobic pocket which
remains at 100% (Table S3, ESI†). Peptide 7 is the only macrocycle that adopts the classical 310-helix binding conformation,
where the carbonyl of Ser146 makes a 2.6 Å hydrogen bond to
Cys149* amide (Fig. 3F, purple). This conformation is further
stabilised by four additional intramolecular bonds which exist
between the Ser146 side-chain and Thr148 amide (3.1 Å), the
Arg143 carbonyl to Cys145* amide (2.7 Å); the Thr148 sidechain to carbonyl (2.7 Å); and the Ser153 side-chain to the
Lys154 carbonyl (2.4 Å) (Fig. 3F). This stabilised 310-helical
binding conformation likely contributes to the high binding
affinity of peptide 7 for PCNA observed (570 nM). Interestingly,
there are no significant intermolecular hydrogen bonds made
between peptide 7 and PCNA, except for a 2.7 Å hydrogen
bond of Arg143 to Asp257 and a weak 3.2 Å interaction of the
bimane carbonyl and the main-chain carbonyl of Glu256
(Fig. S6, ESI†).
The classical 310-helical conformation seen for PCNAbinding peptides was only observed here for PCNA-bound
macrocycle 7. Consequently, the solution-phase structure of
the high PCNA aﬃnity peptide 7 was investigated by NMR to
investigate whether the bimane linker in 7 pre-organises the
peptide backbone into this conformation. Secondary shifts of
the bimane-linked peptide 7 were determined for the a-proton
(Ha), amide proton (NH), a-carbon (Ca) and carbonyl carbon
(CO) for each residue (Fig. 4 and Table S6, ESI†). The secondary
shift for each signal (Ha, NH, Ca, CO; Fig. 4) was calculated as
the diﬀerence between the observed resonance in macrocycle 7
(Table S5, ESI†) and the observed resonance in the linear
precursor peptide 2 for each residue (Table S4, ESI†). The
secondary shifts in the region of interest (i.e. between residues
146 and 149), were almost all shifted in the direction expected
for helical structure, that is, negative proton (o 0.1 ppm) and
positive carbon secondary shifts (41 ppm). Random coil
structure is indicated by secondary shifts close to 0 ppm. Large
negative NH secondary shifts for residues 148–150, in addition
to negative Ha and positive Ca secondary shifts for residues 147
and 148 together suggest helical structure in this region (Fig. 4).
Furthermore, the CO secondary shifts of residues 145–147 are
positive, which is in the direction anticipated for helical
structure, although these are small in magnitude. Overall, the
secondary shifts for residues 148–149 are in the direction
expected for helical structure, however these shifts are quite
small, which suggests the peptide is still flexible and samples a
variety of conformers. Circular dichroism of peptide 7 displays
a deep minimum near 200 nm (Fig. S8, ESI†) which is also

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 4 NMR structural data (10% aq. D2O, pH B 5) for peptide 7: Ha, NH,
Ca and carbonyl (CO) carbon secondary shifts are calculated relative to the
corresponding resonances of peptide 2. Each column represents a
consecutive residue. Dashed columns represent bimane-modified
cysteine residues. The sequence at the top of each graph shows the
segment where helical structure is anticipated in orange. Purple arrows
highlight values that are close to zero on the side of zero the value lies.
Stars (*) represent data that could not be reliably extracted from the
spectrum. The horizontal dashed lines and black arrow indicate the
generally accepted threshold (and direction) to indicate helical structure.
Three consecutive residues surpassing the horizontal dashed lines strongly
indicates the presence of helical structure.

consistent with a flexible structure. The computationally
modelled structure of 7 bound to PCNA indicates the peptide
backbone adopts the classic 310-helix defining hydrogen
bonds expected for a PIP-box peptide when bound to PCNA.
This importantly demonstrates that the bimane linker does not
restrict the peptide from adopting this key conformation,
consistent with previous reports.25
Cell imaging
The bimane-linker is inherently fluorescent, which equips
peptide 7 with the additional advantage that it can be directly
subjected to a cell uptake assay and imaged by confocal
microscopy without further derivatisation. Breast cancer cells
(MDA-MB-468) were treated with 10 mM of peptide 7 in order to
determine whether the high aﬃnity bimane-constrained peptide
was cell permeable. Two controls peptides were prepared: a
linear p21143–154 peptide with an N-terminal fluorescein
appended (peptide 8, Table 1); along with a derivative of peptide
7 that is macrocyclised with the bimane linker and also includes
an N-terminal fluorescein (peptide 9, Table 1). Peptides 8 and 9
were subjected to the same cell uptake experiment to compare to
the cell uptake of the linear and cyclised analogues, and the
impact of a fluorescein tag. Cells were seeded into culture
dishes, incubated for 48 h, then treated with the peptide for
24 h. After treatment, media containing the peptide was removed
and cells were washed with ice-cold PBS to remove all traces of
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Fig. 5 Breast cancer cells MDA-MB-468 treated with 10 mM of peptide 7, peptide 8 or peptide 9, then fixed and imaged by confocal microscopy. Peptide
7 is cell permeable as shown by punctate blue fluorescence throughout the cytoplasm. Peptide 8 is not cell permeable, where no green fluorescence is
evident in the cell image. Peptide 9 is cell permeable, with both blue and green fluorescence present throughout the cell cytoplasm. The BLUE channel
(ex. 405 nm, em. 410–485 nm) indicates bimane fluorescence (peptides 7 and 9); the GREEN channel (ex. 488 nm, em. 490–534 nm) indicates the FITC
fluorophore (peptides 8 and 9); the bottom panels show the BLUE and GREEN channel fluorescence overlaid with mKate fluorescence (mKate,
ex. 594 nm, em. 600–700 nm) that marks the nucleus.

media and peptide, fixed with 4% formaldehyde and imaged by
confocal fluorescence microscopy. The nucleus, fluorescently
tagged with genetically-expressed mKate, was imaged at ex.
594 nm, em. 600–700 nm and these images overlaid with the
peptide fluorescence images (Fig. 5). Peptide 8 treated cells were
imaged at ex. 488 nm, and em. 490–534 nm (GREEN channel in
Fig. 5), which revealed no green fluorescence corresponding to
the fluorescein-tagged peptide, indicating the linear peptide was
not able to enter the cells. In contrast, peptide 7 treated cells
were imaged with ex. 405 nm, and em. 410–485 nm (BLUE
channel in Fig. 5) to reveal blue fluorescence within the cytoplasm,
corresponding to the bimane fluorophore, indicating that the
bimane-cyclised peptide is cell permeable. The fluorescence signal
is mostly punctate, suggesting a significant portion of intracellular
7 is endosomally trapped.29,30 Macrocyclic peptides generally have
increased cell permeability compared to the linear analogue.31–34
This is the first example of a biologically relevant bimaneconstrained peptide able to enter cells and be directly imaged
using the bimane fluorescence. Imaging peptide 9 on both the

1506 | RSC Chem. Biol., 2021, 2, 1499–1508

GREEN and BLUE channels, revealed blue punctate fluorescence
throughout the cytoplasm, as for peptide 7. Green fluorescence was
also observed throughout the cytoplasm for the peptide 9 treated
cells, which is colocalised with the blue fluorescence. Together this
indicates that peptide 9 is also cell permeable, with a similar
distribution to peptide 8. The green fluorescence was somewhat
diffuse, suggesting that some free fluorescein may be present.
Auxiliary fluorophores can alter the secondary structure, target
binding and cell permeability of the peptide and consequently
the activity in imaging assays may not accurately reflect true
behaviour of the parent peptide. For this reason, there is a need
to develop and utilise technologies that incorporate imaging
modality directly into the therapeutic scaffold (such as the bimane)
to allow direct imaging of the compound of interest. Here we
demonstrate that an N-terminal fluorescein tag appended to
peptide 7, as in peptide 9, dramatically decreases the
binding affinity for the protein target (PCNA, Table 1), though in
this case the cellular uptake and distribution is not significantly
impacted.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Two cysteine residues were incorporated at positions 145 and
149 of a p21 peptide (143–151, peptide 1) known to bind PCNA
to provide peptide 2, which was then derivatised into five
different macrocycles by dithiol bisalkylation. This gave rise
to peptides with a propyl (3), butyl (4), trans-butenyl (5),
m-xylene (6) and bimane (7) linker installed between the
cysteine side-chains. The affinity of the resulting peptides 1–7
for PCNA was determined by SPR, with KD values for the
macrocycles (3–7) ranging from 570 nM to 3.86 mM. The
bimane-constrained macrocyclic peptide 7 is the highest
affinity peptidomimetic reported to bind PCNA, with a KD value
of 570 nM. Peptide 7 was the only macrocycle that adopted a
classical 310-helical binding conformation upon binding PCNA,
which suggests this conformation is likely responsible for
the high affinity binding. However, it is interesting that the
remaining four peptide macrocycles (3–6) still bind PCNA, but
do not adopt this conformation upon binding. The 310-helical
structure of high affinity peptide 7 was not well-defined in
solution, suggesting that the binding conformation is not
substantially preorganised prior to the peptide binding PCNA.
However, it is significant that the bimane linker does not
preclude PCNA binding, and still allows this key conformation
to be adopted upon binding. This observation is in line with
our previous study19 which suggests that pre-defining a rigid
peptide backbone may not improve PCNA binding affinity, and
a linker that affords some flexibility is preferable to enable the
peptide to adopt its ideal conformation on binding. Additionally, the inherently fluorescent peptide 7 is cell permeable and
in contrast, a fluorescein-tagged linear p21 peptide of the same
length (peptide 8) was not cell permeable. This highlights how
macrocyclization can improve cell permeability of short
peptides. Furthermore, these results emphasise the utility of
the bimane moiety as a peptide linker as it can influence
peptide structure, and the resulting peptides can be directly
imaged without further derivatisation to investigate cell uptake
of a bimane peptidomimetic. This allows the behaviour of the
molecule of therapeutic interest to be assessed, instead of a
related analogue that includes a fluorescent tag; and eliminates
the need for an additional synthetic step. Attachment of an
auxiliary fluorophore such as fluorescein to a peptide, can
impair the target binding affinity (as seen for peptide 9) and
may alter cellular permeability or intracellular distribution
relative to the untagged analogue. In summary, this study
identifies a short, cell permeable, high affinity PCNA-binding
peptidomimetic, as a significant advance towards a pre-clinical
anti-cancer therapeutic. Future work will focus on imparting
nuclear permeability to macrocyclic peptides, such as peptide 7,
in order to determine the ability of such p21-peptidomimetics to
inhibit DNA-replication in cancer cells.
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